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Abstract. Many countries with large nuclear power programme are pursuing programmes for
transmitting long lived radioisotopes in high level waste, particularly actinides, into short lived
radioisotopes so that the viability of disposal sites has to be ensured only for a few hundred years. The
possible role of the IAEA in this area is highlighted in the paper.

Introduction

Different programs in many countries are working on the transmutation of long-lived
radioactive waste.

In France the CEA CEN of Cadarache is working on research programs (since 1991) in
collaboration with the European Union, PSI in Switzerland, ITU and FZK in Germany, ECN
in the Netherlands. The Spin Project is for Separation Incineration. Research reactors are
PHENIX, OSIRIS, HFR in Petten, and in the future RJH in Cadarache.

In the USA, Congress has directed the Department of Energy to carry out a study of the
Accelerator Transmutation of Waste Management (ATW) and to prepare , before the end of
the fiscal year 1999 a roadmap for its development. The ATW is already defined by LANL as
a three "building blocks", including a linear accelerator, a sub-critical nuclear assembly to
convert the spallation reactions into an intense neutron flux and a chemical process for
treating nuclear waste.

In Japan, JAERI and CRIEPI are promoting research and development of transmutation
system that combines a minor actinide fuelled subcritical reactor with a high-intensity proton
accelerator.

In the Russian Federation, some reflections are done by IPPE to optimise the closed nuclear
fuel cycle including transmutation of minor actinides and the fast neutron systems is pointed
out to be better actinide transmuters than thermal ones.

It is considered as an institutional requirement for countries which has developed an important
capacity in nuclear energy production to reduce the volume and radiotoxicity of nuclear
wastes. For that purpose R&D on Transmutation was or is being initiated in these countries or
are under to be initiated, using available research reactors or developing new "reactors".

IAEA role

The IAEA may have a role in promoting co-operation between the national projects on the
subject of transmutation through programmes on the development of the new reactors or
accelerators that could be used in this field.
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To summarise, the IAEA may have collaboration with NRCs on:

• Chemical separation processes
• Management of the actinides after separation:
• transportation, preparation of experimental elements for transmutation,....
• Different ways to produce transmutation for different actinides:
• neutronic capture, fission, spallation,
• kind of transmuters to perform experiments on transmutation
• fast breeders, water reactors or hybrid reactors chemical separation process, or

acceleration driven systems (ADS)
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